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**Town Hall Audience Hears Fast-Talking Joe Callaway**

By STEVE SIMMONS

Fast-talking and smooth-breathing, actor and director Joe Callaway offered his audience a cross-section of Broadway shows in a program that proved to be as successful as the performances he portrayed.

Callaway, a member of the Chicago ensemble that has been touring the country for the past year, introduced his audience to a variety of Broadway shows with enthusiasm and flair. His delivery was clear and concise, making it easy for the audience to follow along with his commentary.

**Three Jobs Total One Busy Year**

John Callaway's ability to entertain and inform his audience was evident in his performance. He covered a wide range of topics and provided valuable insights into the world of the theater.

**ARTS OF LIVING**

PUBLISHED SATURDAY EVENING, JANUARY 16, 1966, SEC. D

**Junior Symphony Slates Concert**

The Southfield Junior Symphony, under the direction of Maestro Frank Sanders, will give its final concert of the season on March 15, 1966, at the junior high school. The program will feature a variety of American and European compositions.
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